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Time Log

[00:00:33] Talks about hometown

[00:03:26] Introduces family (parents/ grandparents/ siblings) and memories of family

[00:13:13] Introduces children

[00:14:56] Talks about educational background

[00:25:19] Talks about current job and lifestyle

[00:27:50] Talks about family traditions and heirlooms

[00:32:14] Brings out photo albums and describes content

[00:35:59] Talks about differences between Vietnam and America

[00:40:03] Talks about political beliefs and opinions

[00:46:41] Recounts memories of war and journey to America

Talks about new life and difficulties around it

[01:10:22] Talks about opinion of America

[01:23:30] Gives message to future generations of Vietnamese-Americans